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Planning and mapping a curriculum or learning activity
Mapping a teacher’s practice
Mapping a discipline or subject
Mapping an interdisciplinary project
Mapping a school
Mapping an ecosystem
A tool for teacher, parent, peer and self-mapping of impact
Mapping narration of learning through interactive portfolio
Curating and Mapping collaboration
Mapping a student’s learning impact
Mapping growth and representing change
Mapping a capability or skill

Synoptic Impact Mapping

The model compares levels of agency (extrinsic to intrinsic) with levels of
transfer of expertise (explicit to implicit), to establish a tool to profile
planned and emergent impact at multiple levels: for a school, curriculum,
project, lesson, teacher or learner, for example.
It also maps the balance of emphasis on the content (data, information,
knowledge, model of understanding, concept), context (topic, subject,
discipline, learning area, space, environment, behaviour, macro context
(socio-cultural, political, historical etc.), or mode (learning process, way of
knowing, way of doing, tool of interpretation, mode of inquiry, cognitive or
practical skill).
Key to the use of this model as a tool, is the recognition that no single
quadrant or domain is paramount. Indeed, the profile of metapraxial
learning impact at all levels is dynamic, non-hierarchical and based on a
balance of emphasis relative to context and the individual, over time.
It is anticipated that this model will form the basis of learning activitysystem planning and design, and retrospective mapping of emergent
learning impact. Multiple instances of these impact maps at all levels, can
represent change processes and growth across multiple domains, for
individuals, groups and organisations.
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This model can be used to mentor students in mapping their growth or
facilitate self-mapping of complex capabilities, to form part of a reflexive
narrative of their learning journey.
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